(1) Enroll in Tracking Network

Yes: Design mechanisms to ensure that devices that do not correctly implement or adhere to the DULT protocol can be detected and excluded...

(2) Broadcast Presence

Yes: Allow a tracking accessory to identify & advertise its presence...

(3) Determine unwanted tracking occurred

Not in scope

(4) Non-Owner Interface

Yes: Allow a nearby device to trigger behavior...

(5) Perform Action

(6) Disablement Info Interface

Yes: Allow nearby devices to fetch additional information about a tracker accessory...

(7) Owner Lookup Interface

(8) Disable Tracker

Possibly: Includes physical security considerations, such as user impact when device has been physically modified to diminish findability...

(9) Report tracker location

Possibly: Design mechanisms to ensure that devices that do not correctly implement or adhere to the DULT protocol can be detected and excluded...

(10) Query location